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There is a widespread feeling that many change agencies in developing

as well ac in developed countries re not very effective. One of the reasons

mig t be that their organization is not optimui for the croals they have

set and the strategies they have chosen to try to achieve these goals.

Change agencies have to choose among a number of possible goals,

such as a rapid increase in productivity or the personal development

their clients. Possible strategies include giving orders, provision of means

and services, directive advice and non-directive help. The conditions under

which each can be chosen and the consequences which can be expected are

diseu sed briefly. Probably non-directive help udll make the greatest con-

tribution to the development of people.

In order to be effective a change agency should give much attention

to the system of communication within the agency, and betueen the clients

and the agents, to the motivation of the staff to work hard in the interest

of the clients, to the coordination of activities within the agency and with

other agencies and to the flexibility in adjusting at changing situatiors.

Giving orders and provision of means and services requires probably a rather

hierarchical structure, whereas non-directive help can best be given by an

organization with a participative pattern of leadership. One study found,

however, that agents under authoritarian leadership are more willing to

listen to their clients. The effects of ddfferent patterns of leadership

in various cultures require further research.

Where representatives of the clients can influence the change program,

their influence is frequently limited to details. This is perhaps caused

by the difficulties to organize a program which tries to help a number of

different groups and individuals with the problems they consider most

Lmportant. Concentration on a few problems is easier to organize efficien ly.
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clients to thc actions f j.le change agents. Asthorishing is _ t
thP actIons of the change agents and tnP interaction between these actions

l'eactlon

and the feactions of the clients are a relatively negiectea eld

1
-tudy .

Textbooks on extension education give a good iei of ater ion

=o this topic but ually tiiey are not on the basis of much empirical

research or on hiuh level of social science tleorieF

The actions of the change agents, are influenced by their goals, the

strategies they employ to reach these goals and the organization through

lici this cztrategy is executed. A basic question is whether these rroals,

rategies and organizations arc attuned to each other. Possibly some of

the criticism which one can hear nowadays about the effectiveness of change

agencies Is caused by an organizational structure which is not fitted

for the strategies used or by strategics which are not suitable for their

goals. It is possible e.g. that an organization which was developed to

maintain law and-order for a colonial government has not changed enough

to be able to promote change efficiently.

When we speak of a change agency we speak of an organization which

has as a major goal to help their clients to change their behavior.

This definition implies that the intention is to further the interests of

the clients. In some situations :he clients decide what their interests

ana, in othel' situations the change agents do this for them. This last

kind of situations have the danger that the interestsof the change

agents themselves or of the group_they are representing have too much

influence in decisions on the change one tries to achieve.

Our own e_ ,xience is mainly with agricultural extension services.

That is the reason that we_give somewhat more attention to.these organization

as to other-kinds of change

general view.

Because of the limited amount .of re

a encies although we have tried to take a more

earch in this field the Objective .

of this-paper-can only be- to:stimulate further research_in this area_by-

dmwing attention to i.ela ionships:.-which-need-.exploration and by: forthulat=ng

some hnotheses,..14th-the data-available it is not-yet.. possible--to present-

a .theory.-of.the.organization of change a.genciesi whichshows-ho goals

strategies and-crganizatiOn-influence.each-other.

Undoubtedly there are exceptions to this generaliza ions such as

G. Bareiss E. Hruschka und H. Rheinwald 1962.
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nO so much in.erested in ,,ne

lods used in fnrmwaci. ces, or educational trethods, but in the

results obtained e.g. in farm production nr income, in educational achieve-

ment- There is -ery little cvldence that the methods use' and the results

achieved are highly c3rrelated. In fact some studies show LAlat there

exists no correlation at all e.g. S.P. Bos. , 19 2, and R. Dubin and

T.C. Taveggia, 1)68)

B. The change :gnts themselves see it frequently as their major role

te educate their clients to enable them -o solve their own problems

in the future e.g. by becoming more capable farm managers or teachers.
1)

Few studies have measured whether this goal has been achieved

Often the clients themselves do not expect their change agents to educate

them, but to provide servIces for them such as giving information on

new ideas or performing difficult jobs for them Wilkening, 1958).

C. Some change agencies try to increase production as soon-as possible,

others are more interested in a decrease in the differences in income

and in educational opportunities for the children among different sections

of the population. Frequently in order to increase production most rapidly

the change agents can achieve most by working with the relatively.well

to do people,- who have the resources to try something new and often also

a culture and education which makes it easier for them as for the poor

people to understand the change agent and to follow his advice correctly.

D. .Some change agencies try to help their cliems to solve all the problems,

whereas others are specialised in a certain kind of problems e.g. problems

related to heart and Vascular- diseases.

Some change agencies try to work wlth all--people iA a given-area, -thereas

others.work only with a_special group of .the.populatiOn..

F. Sothe _of the older change agencies .-continue_to 14ork.on'the_brobleilis.-they

have selected a .geAeratioA .ago- :without realizing that in'the..present situ-

ation other-problems have-become more-important. For --examPle- for a farmer_

in Western Europe it is often- much easier_ to get 'advice .from the_extension.

services on-tha.proper uSes of fertilizers than-on the-Choice of another

occupatipp,..whereas. it ifs clear..that the-key problem for the_development of

agriculture-nowadaya isi.the,movement --of a fair 'number .of -farmers Out 'of-,

. agridUlture.

--J,Ekamplesare -.ScA 1967) and Nielson



Change acre ncio on use Ir. difrerent strate.,lios or usually a combi--
nation of limitaticns 'nemit us to Tipntinn L)nly-

somf,, 01' thc-, maor ztraterios uso:J. and Jc:) give fDr ench of them some or t:ac

oonditions ander whi0-1 they con be used. Unfortunutcly there I S no evidence

with ret:ard to these ,:!r:inditinns; it are only hyp:theses.

A Givilv orders

This can be used if we wish that the clients achieve goals about which

we have decided that they are good ft)r them) we know- how these goal°

can be achieved and we have the powc to force others to do what we

like. Sometimes thLtse orders work quite well such as the WHO regulations

on small pox preventionl but a serious disadvantage is that we do not

develop the capabilities .of the clients to make their own decisions.

Another disadvantage is that the Clients are usually much less motivat,d

to execute the orders they have received than the decisions they have

taken themselves, expecially when they do not believe that these orders

have been given in their best Interest In fact in giving orders change

agent- might be inclined to take al- o in account_interests of other

population groups or even their own interests.

B. Provision of means

Provision of means and services such as cheap credit; subsidies for the

adoption of innovations, analyzing :he accounts for farmers etc. This

strategy is widely used by change agencies all over the world. It can

be used if the Client -desires to achieve goals which the change agency

considers correct goals for him, but he does not have the means to achieve

these goals, or he does not dare to invest the -money he has, because of

the risk involved in the innovatien. if the change agent is sure that the

innovation is profitable he can stimulate change with rather limited

investments, e.g. by covering the risk fOr the first people who try an

innovation. Afterwards they can be used-to convince others.-of the success-.

of the innovation.-It is not known under what conditions a_longterm .

provision of-these means will have a-Positive effect on national income.:

Sometpes it can prevent -employment, sometimes _the redistribution of. income

-involved might be profitable-In general-we are quite-.-hesitant toadvocate.

the .use of this Strategy, -:although-it- will-satisfy pressure.groups rather

-easily. We believe that frequently more can- be adhieved with the same
-.----

_money by hiring well qUalified- staff-for the change_agency..- Even _if these...

1
--subsidies-are u8ed-for_their. demonstration effect, -it,mightmake the results. f-

of the demonstration .unbelievable (e.g Bareiss, Hruschka-_Und--.:Rheinwald.4962)

-With thisstrategy we usually db -not make an important contributionAo

-the development..of:the:people,
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help a client the next timo, if he did not ollow qis previous advicL

bly usec stiIt is probably the mos_ fr, which can work well

when these conditions are fulfilled. The do not always

realize that a disadvantage is that It does not teach the client ho

he can solve similar problems in the future, but keeps the client in a

dependent position. Often the change agento complain that their clients

do not follow their advice. Some of the reasons might be t iat the client

has different goals than the change age-at thinks he has or that the

client did not yet recognize his problem at the moment the change agent

provided information on the way in which it can be solved

D. Non-directive help

This method originates from work by Carl Rogers wIth psychiatric patients,

1967,but is ulso frequently advocat d for use by change age 5 Batten

Van Beugen 1960). The basic idea is that the change agent helps the

clients to realize what their problems ar_, --thich resources they have

and helps them to decide hay they can use t ese resources.best to solve

their problems. For this purpose the change agent.can help his client

to think rationally to reconsider his goals when they are not in agreement

with each other, to help him to realize and accept how his emotions

influence his decision-making and to help him o get the Information

he needs to make sound decisions Houttuyn Pieper, 1968). The non-direc ive

change agent is not just-hel ing his clients with their -felt needs, but

also .to.-make.them aware of needs by- reconsidering their own situation

systematically. In this way,vague dissatisfactions_can bechanged in

action..

This non-direotive strategy:can-be used_when we believe that the clients--

have:t e right.to-decide :themselves which goals:they like..to achieve,

are confident that-they-can-'fortulate- their -own:problems and can make'

sound- decisiOns. for .the ,solution-Ofthe-se problems without_ help, .the olden

have-the confidence--that,they are Capable to solve theirown -problems-and-

-have or can--get.-the means to Ao-so.,-:--:that the clients do-not expect that-.

-their yak-Its will be met-- unless they- do. theMselves_sompthing About" it..-.



A majn JtTntaae Jf this mthol is probaCy taL it can cont;ribute

,o:-vd J.Pal t: te. c!-iT:)abil--, ,-o, ',Lilo c1nt t .:ol,e t,heir own 1)1e.

Thi is tile main reason wny cilan,7e agents are ad:iaed t,,-)

directive stra 7:y but th-y= tp not do it frequent,.., at least not in

One reason is the lack of trainin7 of most chanj:e

a4zents in the use of this method. Another reason is that many clients,

who have been used all their live to do 1411,at they are told to do, do

not like to take the r P01bLL1tL7 the non-directive c-:rategy reQuires

from them. It i:3 easier to follow a directive advice as to take you

own decisions in an ljncertain situatic,n.

Another advanta:je of the non-directive strategy can be that the

clients are much more inclined to work on the execution of their own

decisions than on the execution of decisionswhich some change agent

has made for them.

A disadvantage seemo that it takes _ime beforethe clients make their

own decisions, certainly when the clients are not individuals but groups.

The change agent mu t be willing to wait until the decisions are made.

When the group) e.g. the village population, has several subgroups

which are fighting with each other, it is doubtful whether they will

ever make a decision.

If the goal of the Jiange agency is to help the poor people to catch

up in income and education with the more well to do people in the

community, a non-directive strategy freo4ently promises the . most success

Often the differences in culture .betWeen the change agent -and the more

well to do people are not very large.This makes it relatively easy to

understand each other. Furthermore there is already a rather high level

at confidence in-each. other. Poor people have often learned that they

must dictrust everybody who-says that he likes_to help them To establish

confidence in the change agent and to develop the willingness of the

people to work themselves for their own bettertent in cooperation with

the .change-.agenti. we believe that a non-directive-approach offersHthe best

promise--for success.

It is- a pity that Very lit:le empirical-evidence is...- available on.the--.

densequenceS.-cf different strategies'. There are -some descriptions-_of what-

.-has-..been achieved-in certain situations,-but-as.tar -as we:know:the.dni. '.

.-_experimentalHstudy..in-whiCh 4ifferent strategies_haVe-been compared was.--

-done in, India-over 15,YearS age (Ektension-EValuation,-1957)-.
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COnditions 2or the of: lizati a a chanEe. agency_ _

How an institution can be or anized most efficiently depends on the

work it has to accom lish. Therefore a change agency has to be o nized

differentl- from q factory. Also for the change agencies the orqa ization_

should be influenced by their strategy.We will mention fir t some c _dition

for thc or -nization of a change agency Which we believe hold true for all

efficient change agencies and afterwards some) which depend on the strategy

u ed. A ain it are much more hypotheses than facts for which sufficient

evidence is available.

All change agents lave to be capable. This requires a good communication

witl research workers and other speci-alists in o-- der to be kept informed

about the latest new information. This should not be an one-way communication

from the specialist to the change agent in the field. The information stream

in the other direction-might be at least as important in order to stimulate

the research workers to investigate the major problems the change agents

face in their work.

The change agent should not.only be informed about the latest research

findings but also on the situation and the problems of their clients in order

to give realistic suggestions how these prbblems can .be solved. Information

on the way of thinking Of these clients is-at least as tmportant.as technical--

information on e.g.' the fertility..of their soils. This- infermation shbuld

net only--be aVailable at-the field level) but eSpecially.With the tep -level

administrators. This requires a .good-communication Upwardb-_in the..hierarohy.

Frequent contact with these.:clients is essential for obtainin&this
-

information:as well-as for 'nfluencing_them. Rogers Ashcroft_ an.c1.-jitaina

have shown in their paper for this meeting that in those villages

equently been contacted by change agents many new farm practices have

which have

been
pted._and-that for the .-farterS these-villages- there is.a.-high.--Correlation

.bettleen Contact.withHchange. agents and adoption-pf.,innovation
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or an office

t is much Pasier to supervise the staff as in a chance agency with staff

NO ks dispersed in the whole country. The suoe_vi ion should be directed

to the achievement of the Eoals of the agency and not to time at which

reports arrive at the headquarter of s me other factor not closely linked

to the goals.

Nearly always a change agency will have to cooperate -ith other agencies

to achieve its goals. Unfortunately-rivalries between governement agencies

are quite common both in developed and in developing countries. Frequently

these rivalries have a harmful effect on the achievement of thL goals of

the change agency. Therefore the agency should be organized in such a way

that its staff is willing to make sacrifices in order to achieve a smooth

cooperation with other agencies.

In order to be able to remain a leader in a rapidly chmging society

the change agency itself should be flexible enough to adjust rapidly to new

needs and new development. Bennis 1966) gives strong arguments, although

. no empirical evidence, that a Weberian bureaucracy cannot achleve this

flexibility. This requires a democratic pattern of leadership in which there

-free and full communic-Uon regardless of rank and power, and-where

influence is based on technical competence rather than on the Prerogatives .

of power.

Some other conditions for an efficient Organization depend on the-

strategy the change agency uses.

To use orders as-a strategy the same orders should be given by all

agents in order to prevent confusion among:and -favoratism of-clients.,

Also- whep Means-and Services are-provided to the clients rather- stric.

rules should be follawed in order-to .prevent favoratism Of some clients or

misuse of government funds- .0ne of the ways toechieve this uniformity in

rules is to work as a Weberian bureaucracy. It is also possib:le to achieve

this uniformity with-intensive group discussion at..all Ievelscf the orga-

nization with different groups overlapping each other..in the way this has

been described by_Likert (1961).-This last method can have the advantage

that the rules are better understood by the whole staff and that the in-

formation all of them have is used to make the rules which _are-best ada ted

- to the



the situation in field. A serious disathrantae of Likel

opinion tht wjth all thcse cIjscurions a Tot of tTL

until the final decisions on the idles canThe made.

What directive advice is given in a :tain situation s-ould depend

on a careful analysis of thi- situa _on. As a rule there is a-lot of vari-

ation in the situation, which makes it difficult tr- give the agent orders

of the kind: "In case A, you advise B". Therefore the agent should h ve free-

dom to make his own decision-on the basis of a continuOus 7)rofessional

training, if neces ary yith the help of specialists. Perhaps in the:first

stages of development when capable _agents are:scarce a m-ore directive

leadership is better. Anyway the task Of the people in the regional and

national headquarters iS to Stimulate the peoPle in the field, who do the

real.work, to work effectively. This requires an open and efficient commu-

nication from the people in-the field to the.headquarter staff, -Whb are

usually higher in rank.

For a strategy of non-directive help even more.freedom for .the-loeal

staff seems to be required. One can- hardly imaginethat they are able to

docept the valuea of their Client-a and help theth to make their own decisiana

as they get themselves orders--to achieve. Certain targets or-to follow

certain procedures. One-- needs.high leVel professicihal change agents who

are capable and free to_act according.-to the situation._ The:best way to

supervise them is probably a-non-directive counseling on-the methods they_

have used in'eertain difficult cases. A major_faetor in their work is to

-re d

deai.--with -the feelingsof their clien_ Probably they are only able to do

this effectively if their supervisers discuss their feelings with them in

order to make them aware of their own feelings, which will otherwise un-

consciously influence their relations with tieir clients.

A conseouence of this discussion is that it seems hard to combine in

one change agency a non-directive strategy with a strategy of giving orders

A combination of a non-directive strategy with a strategy of providing means

and services is probably only possible if the whole staff participates

in the decisions regarding the rules according to which these means and

services are distributed. It is an exception that, these decisions are ma e

in this way. The conditions for both strategies seem to be contradictory.



GrouTr 'ftf1uencinT7 4-he chan7c a,7eftcies prfm;:ram and. methods

Accorftilv to modern organization tilefl influence in an organization

should not only be exerted by the director, but by everybody who can make

a contribution to the achicvement of the oals ,f the organization. The

problem is how to cordinate their contributions Likert, 1)1.

We will first discuss which contributions can be exrected from iifferent

3roups to the progxam and met,hods the chanL:e aL:ency uses to achieve its

goals and afterwards turn our attentirm to the coordination problem.

Influence on the change agency's proram and methods ean be exerted

by the director, by the subject matter specialists, by the field staff and

by the clients or their representatives.

The director will be well informed on the situation external to the

agency such as changes in government policy, in the programs of other

agencies and on the resources available. Also the cammunication within

the agency will be coordinated by him. If he ic one of-the most capable

man in the agency, what he frequently is, he can give a fresh _view by

combining and analysing the information he ge-s from different sides in the

agency. However, sometimes he is so busy that he has not enough time to think.

Another important factor is-the amount of distortion in the communication

between him and his subordinates. Often he will be expected to make the final .

decisions regarding the agencies program and communicate these decisions

to his staff.

The specialists will be best inforMed on the potential-improvements

which can come from new research findings. Frequently, however, -41ey

overestimate-the- importance of their. own-specialization. Also they are often

participating-in the-analysis of the situation of the clients .With regard

to their sDecialization. .

The field staff has the major share in the actual.work of the change

agency.. This_ makes them.frequently well informed on the situation of their

clients and of the difficulties..they face in their Work.--NOt. always they-dare-

to communicate these difficulties upward...

The clients are best acquainted with their own .situation and their

own goals.-Often their communication channels with the Change agencY do not

work very efficient. Sometimes some of their representatives can advise on

the change agencies program or even direct it. There is a reason to doubt

whether-these representatives are-well acquainted with the situation and

the problems of the other clients they represent Likert and Lippitt, 1953)

because they have not much interaction with the average client who usually

has a considerable lower level of social status. .
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17),, chologists anu sociologi A- (=yris, 1962, Bennis, 1966, Likert

1961 and 1967, Taub 1969) Their conclusion is that _the Weberian

bureaucracy (Weber, 1956, p. 125=130) is harmful for these goals. This is

especially the case with the "clearly defined hierarchy of offices".

In a modern organization we need a cooperation between different specialis s

each of whom is more competent in his own :ield as one of the others.

When they have the feeling that they aot a fair share in the decision

making they wil be more motivated to execute these decisions. The traditional

hierarchy frequently causes a fear for the boss, which,prevents the fr e

communication of essential information to him. The impersonal relationships

between officers make it .difficult to communicate emotions and feelingswhich --

are essential both for sound decision making and.for motivation. The "clearly

defined sphere of competenen of each office and the rules according to

which the office is executed prevent the essential flexibility in a rapidly

changing society.

In a modern or2;anization there is a tendency tewards a participative

pattern of leadership, which stimulates by an open communication that- the staff

agrees about the goals .of the or anization and are motivated to try to-

achieve these goals. It also gives .the superiors confidence in the ability

of their subordinates to aehievethese goals. When _the subordinate.- faces

4ifficu1ties.he can expect help ra her than to_ .have to-.-fear for punishmen

Most of the decisions will be taken by. a:group .of .EL-superior

subordinates The superior can act as.a. linking pin with other groups

at a higher level.in 1Lhe o ganization, The members of .such a group will

feel responsible not only for their own work, but for the work Of:the

group .. z.s a whole._

One study has analysed the effects of different communication patterns

on the coordination among different staff members of a change agency and

on their initiative Pelz, 1966). A combination of meetingsand personal

contacts between staffmembers achieved a favorable score on both points

written communication 1-1metings was-favorable for thecoordination but

very unfavorable for the initiative, whereas written-+ personal communication

was unfavorable for the coordination and had no outspoken effects on_the

initiative-of-the staff:,
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In some char ajencies one imnression thai the new ideas

about Partieipativc leadership are applied. This happens especially with

cieneies with a social work iackrround ln developed countries, where the

staff is often well acquainted it1 socidi psychol( ical esearcti of

management processes. In many o. heI. change agencies the staff has got a t- ;fi-

nical training in agriculture, medicine or whatever their field of change

is. One getP the impression that it is an exception that directors of these

agencies have studied r cent research on management seriously. This happens

in the USA, when they become a leave for study at an university once and

a while and might get an advanceddegree in order to prepare themselves for

a management position in their-agency. In Europe, however, this is an exception.

The managers.. ol the change agencies are.selected on basis of their personal

qualities but t 7,y do not (Yet more than a few days of in service training

in management, sometimes from teachers who .are themselves not very wel]:

acquainted with modern developments in this field.. On the basis of their

intuition these people might work Pretty _well as.- leaders-. One study-found

that only 12% of the field staff of a.chanrre agency paid they liked

to have some more responsibility than they actually hadl and 65% answered

that they decided about their own work.in consultation with their superior.

However, group decisions .were quite exCeptional in..this agency (luizinga

and Nath Asopa, 1968)-

In other situations-the patternofleadership in change agencies is highly_

authoritarian. In one study l00 of the Block Development:Officers,. the superiors
-- Aatement:

ofthe field staff agreed With the "Without frequent- and detailed inspection.

of his work, one cannot expect that a-VLW field officer) will-do-his work

properly", wheroat 56% of these VLW's agreed with the statement if a VLW

is_quite -active, he eaft-easily get in trouble, but if he is friendly and

obedient to higher authori %without takinr, any initiative; ae will not have
that the

any difficulty" Van den Ban and Thora 1963). One reason might be superiors

are not aware of the social psychological research on management and there7

fore continue to work in -_e old authoritarian-way- Itris also_possible that

they_ale-aware of these ideas, but that they have not-been trainedito use

them properly.



CuiLUIc in _ leadership outterns

In deve1;pi nt countries the iendership pattern

is oft:n rather authoritarian, as we fourd in the last pararrx-, h and the

e cncies

deciion making- t.2 nt:

participative pat_ern of leader? i) whi
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works well in developed countri_s is not the be,,t for their cultural situation.

The modern ratterns of management require lot of initiative of all staff

members of cl'ange a;ency. In a raoidly changing socie_:r this initiative

has to be token under very uncertain conditions. In a society where one is

used to be punished for failures but not often to be rewarded for accomplish-

ments this is unpleasant.

An example of these Cultura_ factors gives India. Many intellectuals

read regularly the Ramayana, one of the holy books, for guidance in their

life. A main theme in this book is that a son does well to fulfil the

requests of his father, even if he knows quite well that his father was

compelled to make this request, but not desired to do so. In such a tradition

it is understandable that- one is no-_ trained to take the initiative modern

manapement requires of subordinates in Western society.

Perhaps this is the explanation for one of the findings in the Van

--den Ban and Thorat study mentioned above. In this study.it.was found that

the relationsamong the staff of the C.D. organization_ in India are very

authoritarian. Probably as a result of these relations the attitudes of the

C.D. staff towards the 'cultivators whero nlso rather authoritarian. Also

the C.D. staff took .initiative only infreq-Aently..At the-same time most

village.. leaders-.consider the C.D. staff as .helpful.or-very.helpful to them.

.This is-a bit more true-in villages-.witharlauthoritarian BDO- than n villages

with .a-damocratic- BDO, In these last,kihd of villages the VLW's were, according
to-the Village- leaders willirrr to .listen to-the cultivators, less than-in
villages with an authoritarian-BDO

There are .other explanations possible but it seems that a sudden

change to a modern.-participative -pattern:of-leadership-. in a change ageney,

in:this cultural situation has no favorable effects. In the long run when

people are used to this _pattern of leadership and have confidence tha

will be used consistently, the situation might be different. jiowever, with u

an emDirical test this-is not more than an hypothesis

In many developing countries the staff of the change agency is transferred

every two or_four years__that is just at the time:they_beto_become:

productive in stimulating change in-the =area. One is afraid that Close-

ties between the staff of the-change agency-and some people in their area

will promote favoratiSm. In_some-cases this _fear_may_be_ justified for

5

--the- previS ion
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the provision of means and servi,-- for giving advice or n -dire

help it is frequently detrimental.

The background of this need for rap d transfers can partly bc2 sought.,

in t e patronage system which exists in many developing countri,2.s.

Frequently the people expect that their patron will help them with the

resources he has, a- broker to mediate with government officials and

other influential people. In return these clients will qupport their patron

in elections or with unpaid labor (Lele, 1966, Sociologische Gids11969)

The clients try to give_ the staff of the change agency the role they know

for a high status person. That is the role of a patron. Therefore they expect

this help from their agent, rather than advice how they can solve their

own problems. The senior aUthcr asked e.g. in an Indian village what would

happen if the VLW remained in the same circle of villagers for 10 year.

The answer was prompt: "He would report that he had given a lecture in

village A yesterday and the sarpanch head) of the village would confirn

this, whereas in fact he stayed at home. The sarpanch can expect in return

a preference in the distribution of fertilizers or seeds' This villager

expected thathis VLW would only work if he is forced to and that he would

use a kind of patron-client relationship to avoide this force. If the change

agent accepts the role of a patron, which his clients expect him to take,

this gives him an opportunity to influence them he would not have otherwise.

However, it also had disadvantages such as the limitations on the development

of independence among his clients. We are not aware of empirical research

f this problem.

Organizatioi1srob1ems caused by a non-directive stratea

Theoretically a non-directive strategy has important advant ges, but

our impression is that it is not used very often. One of the reasons might

be the difficulty it causes in the organization of the change agency.

With a non-directive strategy the change agents might have to work on

different problems with qch client. An efficient organization becomes

much easier with a standardization of the agencies program. Diffusion

research has shown e.g. that for an effective introduction of new ideas

different information channels have to be combined systematiCally5.es--

pecially mass media dnd personal-contactswith change agents.It ls not

possible to do so if each village asks for help with different new ideas.



does not a non- strnte::v causes an ineffec
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diffioultie- in the -irdination uf the program are offset by the increase

in bccausc2 na3 ation of

in the pro:ram and be ause of their increasin, caraoili

tiN,-

olve their

own problems. Probably in the short run the disadvant,ges are grea,,er,

whereas in the long run the advantage the non-directi e approach are

becoming more imortant. This can be a r ason fo_ 3overnments who are

intere ted in short run effects and fer change agents who expect t- be tral

ferred soon not to use a non-directive strategy.

in several countries representatives of the clients help in planning

the c_ange agencies program. However) often these representatives mainly

rubberstamp the program made by the professional ta T. For instance from

the United states, a country yith a long -tradition in democracy) it is

reported that: "I- (the local cOpted association or-committee) cannot become

an-effective part of the major policY determining structure of the (TVA )agency.

In practice only a limited sphere of decision is permittil involvii SO

adaptation of general directives to local-conditions." (Seiznick, 1966,p. 221)

In .other situations the .change agents are subordinates of political

leaders. Often this is intensively disliked by the change agents. One reason

is that it is a bloW to their dignity to have to accept- Orders-from-a

politician with a lowe'r level of education,- .who -is- -cOnsidered-to be of

lower social sttus.. It also happens that.the- change agents believe that

these .politiciansuse -their influence not for the general interest but for

the interest of their party or their_ own- group Taub (1969) asked for

instance. 28. India IAS offjcers the-opinion about-the politician under whom

they_serve. Three said: 'They are alright", _nine:- -hey lack skill", .

eight:. :self-interested eight: IcomParatively not bad"-:or "room for
improvement" and MI:Jr: "corrup.

.Another system. is. -to -subsidize by::- the government change

programsof-yoluntary organizations. In theory the -generalassembly

-of members is the highest authority in the organizations, but It is- no

exception that in fact the professional staff is most powerful. Sometimes

there are hardly any members_as with the_folk high schools in the Netherlands.

In such situations a result is that you do not have bne big governm_n

change progrard,_but L. number_of small 'private ones, Which are-financed mainly

by the subsidies whici the government gives under certain conditions. An

advantage of these,organization can be that they:are much more flexible

than a-big government bureaucracy. Sometimes-this seems to be-offset by-
sadvantages---
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It is gell kn wn that 1"-- all 'rural d'-,lopment planshave been - success

Ness 19671 p.2140) says e.g.: 'The most eau. on observation about rma1

development plansin Southeast Asia is that they a. e found in every country

in the region and in almost no case, with the unique exception of Malaya

(and Singapore), they have not-been implemented. Arces (1960) makes

the same observatiol about the Philippines: "The government has never faced

a dearth in plans, projects or _schemes to make the Philippines self-

sufficient in rice TheSe were all aMbitious plans which frizzled out as

fast as they weieofficially launched. They are like typhoons... -They come

at the most unexpected moment, and for a while there is a lot 'oI noise and

excitement, but sooner or later they all pass away"

However, both authors describe-al- Q a program which has been successful

in stimulating rural development: The Ministry of Rural Development in,Malaya

and Rice and Corn-Production Coordinating-Council in the Philippines. It

seems to-us that both programs have some common featlres, which might be

responsible for its success:
1)

1. An interest in output goals, rather than in moving files and there-

fore the ability to make the necessary decisions without delay.

2. Clarity about the goals which hav to be achieved.

3. Frequent inspection of the actual work in the field by the top leaders

themselves.

4. A confidence of the staff that decisions are not taken arbitrarily,

but that they will be rewarded if they do all they can to achieve the

P:oals of the program and punished for their negligence or lack of indust

5. The political power to coordinate the work of different Ministries and

agencies.

The following quote from Nes 169/170) can illustrate som of these points:

"Local officers do not fear the arbitrariness or capriciousness of the

Minister (Who checks frequently and carefully on their work

valuable analysis of a bureaucracy where there is a lot of interest

in moving files_according_to all rules of the bureaudracy,and-perhaps
therefore not much corruption;gives Taub _(1969)



feel that the7 Ilf.ve a clear Lieu or hat requil'od frur.! them and

thrit the 1:_r,s1-,s are not immssible, th,1:=4,1 '-hey rir e h;_,_ri work. They

reul o,e they have to :nove r,rie bureaucrae:;

and sometimes the ponl)Te to do whrt is recu_ired. Thci also see that if they

get out of their olice, they can be kerA informed

of the ore,,ess anu the problems 02 the pr:jects. They also know that there

will be considerable rewards for them if they show industry and ingenuity

in solvin problems and movill!, ahead on the project. In describing the

way other officers were reprimanded and punished by the Mini. t-:r they

aeknowle ge that the major cause of such punishment is the negligence and .

the lack of industry of the affected officers". "Perhaps the most significant

acTect of Malaya's success is t.EL it has been achieved not by separation

of political power from developmen but by infusion of that power in the

development effort" (p. 24/1)

Probably both programs were not executed in a non-directive way. This

is quite clear for Malaya" "The aim (of the Village rural development

committees) was not t6 discover the felt needs Of the rural people, but

to induce to work on what the government felt _probablyrightly) to be

their own needs" (Ness-, 1967-.p. 203) In the Philippine -case .the description

is not quite clear on_this point, but -one gets the same impression. This

does not mean that these governments were not interested in the welfare

of the rural people. On the contrary they were-highly interested in their

political support
. and therefore in their welfare; but the interpretation

of what is good for the welfare of the people Was made mainly_ in govl?rnme-

offices.

In some other ehange
. agencies the conditions _for success-mentioned

_above_are.not fulfilled.'There it tr11l help the:--officers_personally.very

littl- if..they Make a.suCcess of t-71 ir program-. _This may ibe, bedause

their superiors do not:often go_outin the -field, but. make the judgements

pn-the :quality- of their staffs en.the basis .of..reports:._ which are not always ----

. reltable.it- also happens that salar' scaleS are- based-on seniority ra her

than__-on achievement, -_Whereas there are few opportunities for promotion.

Elsewhere the personal relations with the superiors or with political bosses

are more_important than achievement of the agencies goals.

Another faetor which-seems to limit the effectiveness pf-some eha

agencieS is the combination of the_role of the change agent with-that of

the salesman. distributor of government grants, data c011ectOr for-the

bureau_ of census or-even policeman. On this probleft again there-is-very-little-

r-search, except a studY of Kalshoven 190 who asked peasant_s_what;their
image was-of the change agents in Suriname.-Iie found that thy were. seen.

7less-



e:.cte lic,Jrs than as man

lr'n with seeds and ertilizcrs or Iiho collect data fo ti

census bufeaI. Indeed the chanE;e ei1ts spend more ti-Ple in coll ct n- census

than in advising cheir clients. It is not

ime what involved, but c,Alfidence in the cIane agents is cv n

more imiortant Most Deasants do not believe that salesman and police men

try to help them.

The difficulty is that in --odernizing developing countries inary new

roles have to be fulfilled, whpreas few capable people and not much money

are available. Therefore one ies to give one person many different ro es,

without alway,, asking whether or net these roles are compatible. The role

of a non-directive change agent and of the man who controls the distribution

of irrigation water are certainly not ecmpatible.

dota and i

Need for further researca

With the increasing rate of chang_ the role of change agencies in

society becomes mo.Le and mere important. There is a wedespread feeling

that manrchange agencies are not working very effective, _but research

whether or not thi- feeling is correct and what-factors.are influencing-

the effectiveness of change agencies is-quite -scarce. It seems to us that

further research could profitable be directed:

1. to the condi:ions which influence the-effects of different change strategies

on the major-goals-of the agencies

2. the effects of different patternS of leadership ift'change-ageheies on the

--communication processes within the agencies_ and--between the agents and
-.on

their clients-the -motivation of-the--change agents to- work-hard for the
on

_interest-of clients-and the..coordination among the staffmembers of one

agency .and _of- this agency with ether agencies, which work 'in related

fields

3. the infliience of' the ctatur- on-the-effedts of different leadership

patterns

-4. the effects of the combination of different tasks in one agency on role

conflicts for the change agents and-on the coordination of different

ae-ivities.
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